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## Basic Setup You will need the following information to configure SigmaNEST: * Network operator account number *
Your SIM or license ID, if you don’t have your SigmaNEST v1 or v2 box in your pocket, you will need to take it out and
send it to us. The number of your v1 or v2 box is printed on the back. QR code of the v1 or v2 box: ![Zoom on QR
Code](/images/screenshots/basic_setup.png) * Device type: v1, v2, v3, or v4 * Device model: - SigmaNEST v1: v1.0,
v1.1, v1.3, v1.4, v1.5, v1.6, or v1.7 - SigmaNEST v2: v2.0, v2.1, v2.2, v2.3, v2.4, v2.5, v2.6, or v2.7 - SigmaNEST v3 or
v4: v3.0, v3.1, v3.2, v3.3, v3.4, v3.5, v3.6, v3.7, v3.8, or v3.9 * How did you get your SigmaNEST box? (Hint: [QR code
on back](#qrcode)) * Storage capacity (MByte): 96 or 128 * Run a Factory Reset, if you don’t want to erase all the data on
your device. * Power it off. * Click the **Restart** button. Note: The reset process takes about 3 minutes.
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